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A deafening silence due to extreme shock enveloped Sei’s study room the moment Sei told his 

psychiatrist, Izumi, what happened to his body. 

That moment, Zaki almost fell in his chair before he blinked many times to process what he just heard. 

And due to his disbelief, he finally blurted out as he approached him with wide eyes. 

"Y-y-y-you... you got a bo***!?" he exclaimed but seconds has passed and Sei just quietly looked at him, 

as though telling him ’you dare want me to repeat myself?’, causing Zaki to slowly back off. 

Hah... this frozen log actually finally... wait... are you saying that I almost witnessed a live... s-seriously?! 

Suddenly feeling bewildered to the shocking news and the shocking things he was thinking about, Zaki 

just stepped back, eventually bumping to the psychiatrist he just pushed away a moment ago. 

"Well, this is quite a good news isn’t it Zaki?" Izumi finally said towards Zaki, and upon hearing him, Zaki 

seemed to finally recovered. And a second later, stars began to appear in his eyes. 

"Right. Right. Right! Ahhh... I’m going to finally expect a baby coming soon right? Right? Would it be a 

cute little girl? An adorable little boy?" 

Zaki was too excited about the thought of Sei’s future children that he didn’t noticed Sei’s unusual 

silence. 

However, Izumi who’s been observing Sei since he arrived took a deep breath as he moved closer to 

him. 

"Sei... Do you have any more to say?" he asked and Sei just stared outside the window. 

He remained speechless for a long while before he finally opened his mouth. 

"I felt like, everything she does is driving me crazy. And..." Sei paused as he lifted his hand into his chest. 

"I think, there’s something wrong in here." 

As soon as those words came out his mouth, the two men in front of him went speechless. They both 

just stared at the innocent creature in front of them as both of their cheeks began to redden with 

intense satisfaction. 

Mm. Mm. That’s right, that right, our frozen boss finally melted, and in such an adorable way too. My 

god, heaven finally bestowed its blessing upon us all. 

The two men’s thought were almost in sync and they began to just cry in front of him without tears. 

Specially Zaki who almost wanted to just go and celebrate. 

So today, the fact that no one could arouse Sei the frozen log is now just a history huh... ahh... congrats 

Sei and young Miss, you really are the best of best of best... 

"Well Sei... do you still have no idea why you’re being like this right now?" Izumi then asked and Sei 

finally turned his gaze towards him. 

"What do you mean?" 



"Well, you realized you’re being like this for the first time right?" 

"Mm." 

"And only towards her... I mean your wife, right?" 

"Mm." 

"Are you aware you already fell for her?" Izumi’s question made Sei speechless and as he scrutinizes his 

expression, as expected, Sei just looked at him with question marks in his eyes. And knowing how low 

Sei’s emotional and social intelligence were, Izumi finally decided to simplify everything for the sake of 

the painfully innocent man before him. 

"I mean, are you aware you’re already in love with her?" he asked and Sei just looked at him for a long 

while before he hesitantly opened his mouth uttering three words... 

"I’m... in... love?" 

 


